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Do you have a vision which articulates your future aspirations?
Do you have a mission which defines your purpose?
Your goals should describe what you must achieve for success -  do they?
Are there clear objectives, expressed in measurable terms, to achieve the goals?
Do you have a well thought out plan of activities to achieve the objectives?
Have you defined the measures and indicators of success for your planned activities?
Do you have a Theory of Change? 
What are your desired outcomes and the level of future performance?
Inclusion in the workplace is extremely important for any organisation looking to build a strong sense of
connection and belonging.  Are you ensuring sustainability, equality and inclusion are built into the
business model?

PURPOSE-DRIVEN ORGANISATIONS PERFORM BETTER.

Having purpose allows your organisation, stakeholders, shareholders and people to understand your meaning,
value and significance. Your people will know that their work contributions and actions have importance. 

Your purpose should be based on your vision, mission and goals.  Consider what it is that enables you to
differentiate your organisation?  What drives you to develop an organisation that can endure success despite
changing market demands, fast moving technological innovation and real-world challenges?

Some of the key things we look for when working with our clients to define purpose include; 
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https://resources.achievers.com/resources/the-evolution-of-connection-and-need-for-belonging/


We have found there are two main challenges related to launching successful transformations. First, the essential importance of effective
leadership as the driver of an organisation’s transformation is not fully realised  and, second, organisations do not recognise that transformation
is delivered through projects and those projects require sponsorship and leaders that champion the change.

The conundrum is how to get from the first graphic below to the second one. To deliver the desired results, leaders need to be aligned, engaged
and focused on the actions that will drive your organisations most important outcomes. But even in well-run, stable organisations, people can be
misaligned, too broadly focused, and working at cross-purposes. 

You want to focus your efforts and resources on the people who will have the most impact. The problem is that people tend to publicly agree with
the organisations direction, but when it comes time to allocate time, budget and resources, the agreement can turn to active resistance.

Something that we have found works well, is using anonymous real-time digital voting to ensure everybody is listened too.  At TDP we use
Mentimeter in focus groups and to great success. People vote in real-time against questions, ideas and proposals with differences of opinion
potentially revealed which can lead to focused discussion and consensus-building. This approach allows for engagement and everyone feels
listened to during meetings.
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LEADERSHIP  AL IGNMENT -  A  LEADERSHIP  TEAM THAT  IS  AL IGNED,  COMMITTED,  AND EQUIPPED TO  LEAD
TRANSFORMATIONAL  CHANGE  IS  MORE  L IKELY  TO  SUCCEED THAN ONE  THAT  IS  NOT.



To truly understand and effectively identify why transformation is needed involves some serious homework. This process of 'discovery' will usually
comprise of a deep dive into the organisation to understand and define the 'as-is' to the 'to be'.

A decision without data is an opinion 
Data without purpose is just ‘noise’ 
Data makes budgeting and resource allocation simpler 
Data  helps to define the roadmap from the “as is” to the “to be” 

Whether it's a consultancy such as TDP or an internal team, you will need to ensure during your
engagement period a partnership approach is taken, one where you are willing to challenge as well
as support the organisation and hold it to account on it's journey. 

Diagnostics, Engagement and Modelling allows you to understand the makeup of the organisation,
it's strategy, culture, systems, people and processes etc.  For instance, whilst you may have a
strategy, do you really have the right strategy appropriate for the environment you operate within?
Are you taking a classical approach to strategy development within a fast-moving environment? If
so, you may find that after spending all that time defining your strategy, the market has moved on.

You may want to consider carrying out a gap analysis at this stage, as accurate and correct data is
vital to understand the step change required across the organisation.  We can not stress enough
the importance of data during this phase, a few helpful reminders on data in diagnostics;  
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DIAGNOSTIC, ENGAGEMENT & MODELLING - DOING YOUR HOMEWORK



Design is important because complex transformations need a view of how the whole picture fits together to deliver the vision
What people do changes what they know. Any transformation must explicitly design and instil new behaviours. This will take time and effort
Transformation will involve cultural change. You will not succeed if you ignore your organisation’s culture

No transformation is the same, yet in our experience many feature some similar characteristics when designing the roadmap;

Once you have designed the transformation, and have a plan in place, we often find at this stage many leaders and organisations struggle with how
to bridge the gap between the planning and the 'doing' i.e. implementation. Here are 5 tips to support your implementation challenge; 

1 - Take responsibility for delivering the transformation you have designed. Own the journey and commit from the start. 

2 - You need the right people, in the right place at the right time. Don't expect your people who are 'Business As Usual' (BAU) and busy with their
day-day role to be able to do both.  The organisation, your people and the transformation will suffer.

3 - Be brave. Have courage and stay focused, your team will support you if you allow them too.

4 - Good project governance is important.  Ensure you identify dependencies, track progress and measure success before committing to new
initiatives. A good Programme Manager is worth their salt!

5 - Celebrate the wins, praise effort, and roll with the punches.  When success comes make sure to tie the success to the effort so the two are
inseparable.   When success doesn’t come despite the effort, ask why? Avoid the temptation to offer an explanation yourself. The idea is to get
others to critically think about what went wrong and understand the lessons to be learned. The important thing is that you want others to feel that
they own the success or failure of their efforts. 
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ADAPTIVE DESIGN & DELIVERY - DEVELOPING A DYNAMIC PLAN WHICH NEEDS TO BE OWNED AND UNDERSTOOD



It is crucial to know whether the transformation is being effective.  We recommend building a 'Results Engine' which focuses on rigorous
monitoring, evaluation and learning throughout the transformation which will help you understand whether the plan is leading to the desired
outcomes.  

By focusing on benefits realisation, you should be able to track whether intended benefits have been realised and sustained.  Tracking the
overall transformation costs and benefits will also allow the calculation of return on investment (ROI). This is a good metric for leaders and
sponsors as it will provide them with insight on the ROI pre, during and post transformation.

RESULTS ENGINE - MONITORING AND EVALUATION2021
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If you would like to discuss your organisational transformation challenges then connect
with us. We would love to hear from you.

www.tdp.consulting | info@tdp.consulting | +44 (0) 1422 347560

http://www.tdp.consulting/

